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I.  Do ONE page of cursive writing in your Cursive Writing Book. Do it slowly and neatly paying attention 

to the formation of each letter. 

II.  Rewrite the following groups of words as sentences. Begin each word with a capital letter and end 

with a full stop.                                                                                                                                                             

1. upon time once a there a king was …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.mita sisters are rita and …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Tuesday on my birthday is ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. sun in rises the east the ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

5. finish my I homework others before.   ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

III.  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of nouns given in the brackets.                                    

1. I have three pet ……………………………(dog). 

2. The ……………………………………(man) were waiting for the bus. 

3. There are seven ……………………………………..(child) absent in my class. 

4. His ………………………………….(foot) is hurting. 

5. The ……………………………………(story) about Akbar and Birbal are very interesting.  

IV.   Circle the nouns and write the 

common and the proper nouns in 

the table  

1. My birthday is in December. 

2. My father reads The Tribune in the 

morning. 

3. I will visit Europe in January. 

4. The school remains closed on Saturdays. 

V.  Write the feminine gender of the given nouns.                                                                                   

1. actor ….……………………………                                      2. horse    …………………………………… 

3. nephew ……………………………………..                         4. tiger       ……………………………………. 

5. headmaster  ………………………………….                     6. duke       ……………………………………. 

 

 

COMMON NOUNS  PROPER NOUNS  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



VI.   Identify whether the underlined nouns are countable or uncountable                                      

1. Would you like to have a cup of tea? …………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. The monkeys were chattering loudly in the zoo. ………………………………………………………………  

3. There is no juice left in the jug. ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. These dustbins are overflowing with garbage. ……………………………………………………………….. 

5. The children  boarded the buses quietly. ……………………………………………………………………………. 

VII.  Fill in the blanks with appropriate collective nouns  

1. a ……………………………… of bees                             5. a…………………………………….. of  wolves 

 2. a ……………………………. of lions                              6. a………………………………………of monkeys 

3. a ……………………………… of ships                             7. a……………………………………….of pups 

VIII.Underline the adjectives in the given sentences.                                                                                                           

A big lorry was parked outside the school 
 

Udit helped an old man cross the road. 

Clara wore a new dress at the party 
 

The baby was playing with a huge teddy bear. 

IX. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.                                                                                    

The cap-seller was sleeping  …………………..the tree 
 

He  leaned ………………………………….. the wall 

The cat jumped ……………………the well 
 

Rohit hid ………………………………… the curtains. 

X. Punctuate the sentences using capital letter, question mark, exclamation mark, full stop or a comma.                                                                                                           

1. what a beautiful painting it was                                                                                                       

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. I saw lions tigers monkeys bears in the zoo 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3.  ganga and yamuna are the holy rivers of india 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. have you read the Ramayana 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. please lock the door before you leave Sammy 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 



XI. Underline the verbs in the following sentences and write their tense against it. 

1. She sang on the occasion of Children’s Day. …………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. I wake up at 6 am on weekdays. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Varun will speak to the principal tomorrow. …………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Sonal waters the plants every evening …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. We bought several books from the fair…………………………………………………………………………........................ 

Unseen passage: Read the underlying passage and answer the questions that follow. 

Mrs Pickle was very social. She loved meeting people, inviting friends for meals and helping people. She 

was known for her kindness and goodness. She would crack jokes to make people laugh. One day, while 

going to shop for groceries, she saw a wounded kitten. She picked up the kitten for a closer look. “What a 

wound. It has been bitten by someone more powerful,” Mrs Pickle exclaimed. She carried it home. But 

carrying the kitten was no joke. Mrs Pickle had to chase away the barking dogs who wanted to smell the 

poor baby. With great difficulty she reached home.  

Mrs Pickle brought out a straw basket from her old box and covered it with a soft cloth. Then she carefully 

placed the kitten inside the basket. The kitten found it comfortable and cosy. It mewed as if saying 

‘Thankyou.’  

One day, Mrs Tinkle was at the door because she wanted to meet Mrs Pickle. She saw the kitten and raised 

an alarm, “Oh my god!” This kitten is infected. It needs medical attention or else it will die. Mrs Tinkle 

helped Mrs Pickle in finding a veterinary doctor. The vet asked them to leave the kitten in his care. It was 

only after proper medication that the kitten was saved. Mrs Pickle was really touched. She thanked both, 

the doctor and her friend for saving the kitten. 

Q1. What kind of person was Mrs Pickle? 

Ans ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q2. How did Mrs Pickle find the kitty? 

Ans………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q3. How did Mrs Pickle make the kitten comfortable? 

Ans. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Q4. Why did Mrs Tinkle raise an alarm? 

Ans. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



Q5. How did Mrs Tinkle help Mrs Pickle? 

Ans. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Poem 

Read and enjoy. Learn if you can. 

COME OUT WITH ME 

There’s sun on the river and sun on the hill…. 

You can hear the sea if u stand quite still! 

There’s eight new puppies at Round about farm- 

And I saw an old sailor with only one arm! 

But everyone says, “Run along !” 

(Run along, run along! ) 

All of them say, “ I am busy as can be. ” 

Everyone says, “ Run along, 

There’s a little darling!” 

If I’m a little darling, why don’t they run along with me? 

There’s wind on the river and wind on the hill…. 

There’s dark dead water wheel under the mill! 

I saw a fly which has just been drowned- 

And I know where a rabbit goes into the ground! 

But everyone says , “Run along !” 

(Run along, run along! ) 

All of them say ‘Yes dear,” and never notice me . 

Everyone says, “ Run along, 

There’s a little darling!” 

If I am a little darling, why won’t they come and see? 

 

By A.A Milne 
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Name______________________________  Section_______  Date__________   

 
Q – 1 Show the following numbers on Abacus: 
 
a)  2 6 , 7 3 0                                                              b)  3 0 , 1 4 6                                      c) 9 0 , 6 4 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q – 2 Counting by twos : 
 
a)  5 6 1 5  ;         _______________  ;  _______________  ;  _______________  ;  _____________ 
 
b)  6 5 0 3 ;         _______________ ; _________________ ; _______________ ; ______________ 
 
c) 2 0 5 9  ;         _______________ ; _________________ ; _______________ ; _______________ 
 
Q – 3 Write the place value of underlined digits : 
 
a)  5 3 2 7  -  __________________            b)  2 3 9 6 -  _________________    c)  1 5 2 5 - ______________ 
 
Q – 4 Write the expanded form : 
 
a)  6 3 4 0  =  ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
b) 4 5 9 7  =  ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
c) 5 0 3 0  =  ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q – 5 Arrange in ascending order : 
 
a)  1 4 5 9 7  ;  8 2 5 1 0  ;  1 2 5 1 6  ;  4 3 9 5 2  ;  5 0 5 1 6  
 
       __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
b)  4 2 1 0 0  ;  5 1 2 0 6  ;  8 7 0 4  ;  3 1 0 1 3  ;  1 5 1 1 1  
 
       __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
c)  1 8 4 4 8  ;  1 9 6 7 3  ;  1 4 5 5 1  ;  8 0 4 2  ;  1 3 3 1 0 
 
      __________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
Q – 6 Write the successor of the following numbers: 
 
a)  5 1 6 8  -  _____________   b)  2 5 1 0  - ______________   c)  1 3 5 6  - ___________________ 
 
Q – 7 Write the predecessor of the following numbers : 
 
a) 4 3 9 9 - ______________  b) 5 6 1 6 - ________________ c) 3 4 2 1 - ___________________ 
 
Q – 8 Round off to the nearest thousands : 
 
a)  2 9 1 6 - ______________ b) 3 8 9 - _________________ c) 1 6 9 5 - ____________________ 
 
Q – 9 Solve the following : 
 
a)    TTh     Th    H      T      O                            c)      TTh     Th    H      T      O               e)              H      T      O                                      
 
         4        2      1       0      6                                       7        5      1       6      2                                 5      1      3 
         3        5      2       1      3                                  -   3        1       6       4      4                                 x      2      1 
+  1        9      2       3      2 
 
 
 
b)    TTh     Th    H      T      O                          d)       TTh     Th    H      T      O               f)              H      T      O                                                             
 
         2        4       5      5      1                                      1         4      8       4      2                                5       4      2 
         1        3       6      2      6                                 -               5      1       4      6                                x               6 
+  3        1      1       5      2 
 
 
Q – 10 Divide the following and write the quotient and remainder : 
 
     a)  3 0 1 6    ÷  5                                              b)  4 8 2     ÷  3                                        c)  4 2 9    ÷   4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q -11  Write the numerator and the denominator for each of the following : 
 

a)  
8

9
    ;   numerator =  __________   ;  denominator = __________ 

 

b)  
3

4
    ;   numerator =  __________   ;  denominator = __________ 

 

c)  
4

6
    ;   numerator =  __________   ;  denominator = __________ 

 

d)  
9

8
    ;   numerator =  __________   ;  denominator = __________ 



 
Q – 12 Solve : 
 

a)    
5

7
    +     

4

7
                           b)  

1

8
     +      

5

8
    +     

3

8
                                            c)     

7

6
     -     

3

6
 

 

 

 

 

Q – 13 Give one word answer : 
 
a)   A solid which has 2 faces   _____________.         b)  A triangle has ______ sides and  ________ vertices. 
 
c) All sides of a square are _________________.       d) A circle has ___________ sides. 
 
Q –1 4 Complete the following : 
 
a)      2 3        +        5        = _____________                       c)        2 3        +      2 5      =  _____________ 
 
b)      2 3        +      1 5      = _____________                       d)      2 3        +      3 5      = _____________ 
 
Q – 15 Answer the following : 
 
a)  When the minute hand moves from 12 to 6 , it covers ___________ minutes. 
 
b)  5  :  15 can also be written as ____________ 
 
c)  2 0 minutes past 8 can also be written as ________________ 
 
d)  A quarter past 12 can also be written as _________________ 
 
Q – 16 Change into metres and centimetres : 
 
a)   9 5 2 1 cm = _________ m __________cm            c)  8 5 7 2 cm = _________ m __________ cm 
 
 
Q – 17 Radhika purchased 7 kg  1 8 0 g of lemons. She used 2  kg  3 5 0 g for making pickle. How much       
           lemons were left ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q – 18    5 7 0 students are standing in 1 5 equal rows. How many students will be there in each row ? 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Q – 19 The cost of one notebook is   ₹  7 5 . What will be the cost of  2 5 notebooks ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q – 20 There are 2 5 9 0 apple trees and 1 4 6 9 1 mango trees in a garden. How many trees are there in       
             all?  
 
 
 

 

 

 

Note:  These activities can be done in your old maths notebooks/scrap notebook/A-4 sheets whichever is 
easily available : 
 
Activity 1: 

Find out the Pin Codes of five different cities each of a different state. 
a) Write the number name for each Pin Code using both Indian and International place value 

system 
b) Arrange the Pin Codes in ascending order. 

. 
Activity 2: 
 Prepare these patterns: 

a) A picture pattern 
b) A geometrical shape pattern 

 
Activity 3: 

a) Write table 2 till 15 and learn them. 
b) Make a 10x10 grid. Write numbers 1-100 in it. For each table till 10 , use colour and shade the 

multiples in the grid, , observe the patterns you get. 
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A. Circle the odd one out          

1. Oil   nuts   bread    ghee 

2. Corn  Fish   Idli   potatoes 

3. Eggs  Meat  Carrots  Chicken 

4. Pulses  Spinach  Oranges  Cauliflower 

B. Write true or false.        

1. Carbohydrates protect our body from diseases and keep us healthy. _________ 

2. Calcium and iron are types of vitamins.      _________ 

3. Fruits, green leafy vegetables,sprouted beans and milk are rich sources of vitamins 

 and minerals.  __________ 

4. Balanced diet has all the nutrients in the right amount.    __________ 

C. Give one example of food item preserved using the following methods.  

1. CANNING ______________________ 2. DRYING ______________________ 

3. FREEZING ______________________4. SALTING ______________________ 

D.Name the nutrients of each group of food items in the box given below. 

1. MILK 

EGGS  

CHICKEN 

PULSES 

2. POTATOES               

CORN 

RICE  

BREAD 

3. SPINACH  CARROTS 

CABBAGE  

CAULIFLOWER 

4. GHEE  

OIL 

NUTS 

    
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



E. Answer the following.          

1. What is a balanced diet?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Define food preservation. Name the method used to preserve fish? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why do we need to add roughage in our diet? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why do children who run and play need to eat more carbohydrates? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

F. Circle the odd one out          

1. Boiling canning pickling washing 

2. Mango banana milk  jam 

3. Milk  fish  eggs  wheat 

4. Fats  vitamins proteins water 

 



G. Give one word answer.          

1. These are required in small quantities in our diet.    _______________ 

2. Useful substances present in our diet are called     ______________ 

3. Fibre present in the food       _______________  

4. This is needed for formation of strong teeth and bones    _______________ 

H. Define the following. 

1. Perishable food: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Food preservation: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Dehydrating: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Canning: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Balanced diet: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



I. Answer the following: 

1. Write four ways in which we can avoid wastage of food. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Write three ways each to take care of cooked and raw food. 

 

 

 

HUMAN BODY: FOOD WE EAT 

It is very important to eat food because:  1. It gives us energy to work and play 2.It builds up our body and 

3. It helps protect us from illness, and keeps us healthy.  

NUTRIENTS IN OUR FOOD: 

Nutrients are of five different types-carbohydrates, fats, 

proteins, vitamins and mineral. Each nutrient has a specific role 

to play in our body. 

CARBOHYDRATES: 

Carbohydrates give us energy. Carbohydrates are of two types-

sugar and starch. Sugar is sweet in taste, for eg.-desserts, 

chocolates and fruits (such as mango and banana). Some starch- 

rich foods include bread, rice, potato, pasta and oats. People 

who do physical work, need a lot of carbohydrates. 

 

FATS 

 Fats provide more energy than carbohydrates. They also keep are 

body warm. Oil, nuts, butter and ghee are fat-rich food. Eating too 

much fatty food , however, can make us obese. Together, 

carbohydrates and fats are called energy - giving food. 

 

 

 

PROTEINS: 

Proteins help us grow, build muscles and repair worn-out 

tissues. They are called body-building food. Animal products 

like milk, cheese, eggs, meat and fish are rich sources of 

proteins. Plant products like nuts, pulses and soybean are also 

rich in proteins.  



 

 

 

 

VITAMINS AND MINERALS: 

Vitamins and minerals help us fight against diseases. The food rich in 

vitamins and minerals are also called protective food. There are many 

different types of vitamins and minerals.  

TABLE 1.1 Roles and food sources of common vitamins and minerals 

 

      VITAMIN/MINERAL ROLE IN OUR BODY                          FOOD SOURCES 

 
VITAMIN A 

Improves eyesight and maintains healthy  
Skin. 

Green vegetables, eggs, carrot  

 
VITAMIN C 

Protects body from infections, and helps 
heal  
wounds . 

Citrus fruits like orange and lemon. 

 
VITAMIN D 

Helps in absorption of calcium for healthy 
teeth and bones 

Milk, fish, eggs 

 
CALCIUM 

Needed for formation of strong teeth and 
bones. 

Milk and dairy products like curd and 
cheese 

 
IRON 

Needed for formation of blood.  Green leafy vegetables like spinach, and 
fruits like apple and banana. 

 

ROUGHAGE: 

The fibrous part of our food, for example, skin of fruits like apple, guava, pear and leafy vegetables are rich sources 

of roughage. They make our food bulky and help to remove undigested waste from the body. 

WATER: 

All living beings need water to live. 70%of the human 

body is made of water. We should drink 6-8 glasses of 

water daily.  

 

BALANCED DIET: 

A diet that contains the right amount of all nutrients 

along with roughage and water is called a balanced diet. 

Balanced diet is important for good health.  

 

AVOIDING WASTAGE OF FOOD 

Wastage of food can be avoided in the following ways. 

 Buy limited quantity of food that can be stored easily 

 Cook only the required amount of food 

 Serve yourself with the amount that you will eat completely. Never leave food uneaten on your plate 

 

CARE OF RAW FOOD 

 Always wash raw fruits and vegetables before eating them. Unwashed fruits and vegetables contain germs. 

 Never eat fruits and vegetables from the roadside. Dust and germs gather on them can make us ill. 

 Always eat fresh fruits and vegetables. Stale and overripe fruits and vegetables, if consumed, can make us ill. 

 



 

CARE OF COOKED FOOD 

 Food should be cooked properly, so that germs are killed and it is easy to digest. 

 Cooked food should be kept covered. 

 Leftover cooked food should be stored in the refrigerator. 

SPOILAGE AND PRESERVATION OF FOOD 

Food Preservation is the process of treating food so that it does not get spoilt quickly. Some common methods of 

food preservation are given below. 

 Boiling- Food is cooked in a liquid in an open or a covered deep boiling saucepan. eg milk 

 Canning – Food is stored with preservatives in cans or glass containers.eg cherry,beans, carrots  

 Salting -  A high content of salt is added to the food.eg lemon , fish 

 Dehydrating – The water content in the food is removed to make it last long.eg chillies, grapes, 

spices 

 Freezing – The food is cooled down at low temperatures , in a refrigerator or a deep freeze.eg fish 

,meat  

 Pickling -  Food is preserved in the oil.eg mango ,cucumber, olives, mango  

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

Q. 4(a) Give any two functions of water in our body . 

 

 

Q. 4(c) Why does food get spoilt quickly during summer and rainy season ? 

 

 

Q. 4(d) What is food preservation? Name the six ways of preserving food with examples. 

 

 

Q. 4(e) Why do growing children need protein – rich diet? 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS : 

Q. 5(a) Write a short not on carbohydrates. 

 

 

 

 



 

Q. 5(b) What is the role of fats in our body? What happens if consume excess of fats? 

 

 

 

Q. 5(c) Give the function and any two sources of each of the following. 

i. Vitamin A  

 

ii. Vitamin B  

 

iii. Vitamin C  

 

iv. Calcium  

 

v. Iron 

 

Q. 5(d) What is roughage? Why is it important to include it in the diet? 

 

 

Q. 5(e) Give any five suggestions to avoid wastage of food. 

 

 

ACTIVITY- Make a note of your breakfast, lunch, dinner for one week in your notebook. Analyse, with help of parent 

or teacher if you are eating a balanced diet. If not, what change you need to make in your diet to make it balanced. 

PROJECT ZONE-Collect two food packets and paste their labels in your notebook. Study the labels and look for the 

following information. 

1) Name all the nutrients it contains.  2)  What is its shelf life? 

WEBZONE 

Video on Balanced Diet  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YimuldEZSNY 

Video on Need and Benefits of Food Preservation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWhkFYDBJ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YimuldEZSNY
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MAJOR LAND FORMS 

Lithosphere: It is the solid outer layer or 

section of the Earth including crust and the 

outermost mantle. It includes several land 

forms such as mountains, plains, valleys, 

plateaus, deserts and ocean floor. 

 

Hydrosphere: It is the world of water that 

surrounds all of us. Anything related to 

water is a part of the hydrosphere such as 

snow, glaciers, rivers, lakes, sea, oceans, 

underground water, gaseous form of water 

and moisture in the atmosphere. Although 

in major land forms we include river, ocean, 

sea, lakes. 

 

 

MOUNTAINS 

 

 

LAKES 

 

DESERTS 

 

SEA 

 

PLAINS 

 

 

OCEANS 

 

PLATEAUS 

 

RIVERS 



I. What are land forms?  

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................ 

II. Give the definition and one example of the following: 

1. Mountain 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. Plateau 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. Plains 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. Deserts                 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

III. Write the importance of the following: 

1. Mountain 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

2. Plateau 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 



3. Plains 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. Deserts                 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................... 

IV. Define the following:   

1. Lithosphere 

..............................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. Hydrosphere  

..............................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................. 

V. Give the definition and one example of the following: 

1. River 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. Oceans 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. Sea  

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. Lakes 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 



VI. Write the importance of the following: 

1 River........................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2 Oceans 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3 Sea  

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4 Lakes 

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................ 

Maps and Its Elements  

Our planet Earth is round in shape, when seen from above, the earth looks blue because 71% of the surface of 
the earth has water and 29% of it is land area. 

CONTINENTS: 

The large land masses on the surface of the earth are called continents. The seven continents on the earth are:  

1. Asia                                             2. Africa                                   3. Europe                                         4. North America                           
5.South America                           6. Australia                              7. Antarctica  

OCEANS 

 The large water bodies on the earth are called oceans. Five oceans on the earth are: 

1.Pacific Ocean   2. Atlantic Ocean 3. Indian ocean      4. Arctic Ocean       5. Antarctic or Southern ocean  

 



Think and learn  

Look at the map and write the names of: 

 Largest continent .................... ................. 

  Samllest continent .................................... 

  Continent in which India lies............................ 

GLOBE                                                                                                                                  

A globe is a small model of the earth and is shaped round like the earth. It can also be 
called a round map of the  Earth. The axis is an imaginary line which passes through 
the two ends of the globe called the Poles. The top point of the globe is called the 
North Pole and       the bottom point of the globe is called the South Pole. 

Merits of a Globe 

 It is the best way to see what the earth looks like. 

  It shows us the correct shape, location and size of the continents and oceans on the surface of the earth. 
 However the Globes has a few limitations. 

Limitations of a Globe 

 It is difficult to carry it around. 

 We can see only half of the globe at one time. To see the other half we have to turn it around the axis.  

 Globe cannot show smaller towns or landforms, etc.It cannot show us details of our city or our state. 

MAPS 

A map is a flat drawing, representing the whole or part of an area on a flat surface. Amap may represent a 
smallpart of the earth’s surface or the whole earth. Maps are drawn to showcontinents, countries, cities or 
neighbourhood. The word map comes from the Latin word ‘Mappo’which means a napkin, since maps can 
be      rolled or folded.  

Merits of Maps 

 Maps tell us in a very simple way the size and shapes of the countries and distance between places. 

  A map may even show a smaller area with greater details such as exact locations of houses and streets in a 
city / neighbourhood.  

 Maps are easy to carry. 

 Maps can show the locations of different features like mountains, deserts, forest etc. 
 

Limitations of Maps  
 

 The earth is round and a round surface cannot be shown accurately on a flat sheet of paper. We can see the 
map of any place on the google search with the help of internet. 

 The map cannot show the curved surface of the Earth. The sizes and shapes of continents and oceans get 
distorted.    The Polar region gets stretched much more than its actual size. 
 

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF MAPS 

1. Map title: The map title tells you what the map is all about and what features it is supposed to display.  
It can befound on top or bottom of the map.  
2. Map scale: Map scale is the ratio of the distance between two places on the map and the actual distance 

between those places on the ground. For example, the scale 1: 1000 means that 1 centimetre on the map is 
equal to 1 km on the earth’s surface.  

 

 



                                                                                                                                                          N 

                                                                                                               NW                   NE 
Directions: 
                                                                                                                            W                                 E 
 
                                                                                                                                 SW       S SE 

A compass or a figure on a map displays the four Cardinal directions-- North, East, South and West. The 
directions in between cardinal points, such as North-East (NE), North- West (NW), South-East(SE),South-
West(SW)are called intermediate points. 

 
TYPES OF MAPS 
 

 
We need different kinds of maps for providing different kinds of 
information. Some of the commonly used maps are: 

a) Physical Maps: Maps which show physical features like 
mountains, plateaus, oceans, rivers and lakes are called 
physical map. The map key tells you a set of colours that 
stand for the various elevations above sea level. 

 
b) Political Maps: Political maps show the international 
borders, location of states, districts and cities. Political maps 
use different colours to show different countries. A capital city 
may be marked with star or a star inside circle. 
 
b) Thematic Maps: These are those maps that represent 

only particular features, such as types of weather or 
distribution of forests, industries or people or minerals.  
 

Maps are useful  to tourist and travellers, defence people in 
planning defence as well as attacks, Planning of roads, housing 
colonies, factories, dams etc. 
 
 
CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLS 

It is not possible to show all the features of an area in their 
actual shape and size. So we use symbols to represent the 
natural or man-made features on the earth such as buildings, 
trails, roads, bridges and rivers. 
 A symbol is a drawing, line, or dot that stands for something 
else. For example, black dots represent cities, circledstars represent capital cities and different types of lines 
represent boundaries, roads, Highways and rivers. These  
symbols on a map are known as conventional symbols. 

 
COLOURS 
Sometimes colours are used as symbols on a map to share information. Different colours are used to show 
different things on the map.  
On a physical map the colour scheme followed is : 
Blue : Water bodies  
Green :  Plain areas 
Brown : Mountains 
Yellow : Desserts  
Dark yellow or light brown : Plateaus.  
Maps all over the world follow a common scheme of colours. 
 A map usually has a legend, or a key, that gives the scale of the map and explains what the various symbols 
represent.  



 
Do you know? 
 
These days we have computerized maps which can be zoomed in and out to change the scale of the map. We 
may begin with looking at streets in the neighbourhood and may zoom out to view the map of the whole city 
and the major roads in the City. 

           A   Answer the following questions: 

1. What is a globe? How is it useful?  
2. Explain the term map. 
3.  What are the merits and demerits of maps?  
4. Why is map more useful than globe ? 
5.  Define map scale.  
6. What do you mean by directions?  
7. Explain various types of maps.  
8. Mention different colours that are used in a map.  

            B   Fill in the blanks: 

1. The two endpoints of the axis of a globe are called the ....................... 
2. If we know the ..................... direction on a map, we can easily find the other directions. 
3. A ............................... map shows the landforms like mountains, plateaus, plains or deserts on the map. 
4. A map that shows the boundaries of countries or states and their capitals is known as ............................ 
5. ............................ colour on the map is used to show water bodies. 
6. The .......................... of a map is a ratio between the actual distance of two places and the distance shown 

on the map. 
 

C    Match the following: 

Column A Column B 

1. Blue colour a) Plains 

2. Round b) Map 

3. Brown c) Water bodies 

4. Flat d) Mountains 

5. Green e) Globe 

 
      D   Compare and contrast: 

Globe Map 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.123rf.com/photo_68452460_stock-illustration-illustration-of-preschool-kids-examining-a-large-map-while-studying-geography.html&psig=AOvVaw2eTf8fYzLWxE-nf6IQPNL8&ust=1585737974729000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNDIu7_ExOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAJ
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.clipart.email/clipart/world-map-clipart-for-kids-22294.html&psig=AOvVaw2eTf8fYzLWxE-nf6IQPNL8&ust=1585737974729000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNDIu7_ExOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAN


 

duhrweI/cOQI/pMjwbI/2020 

nwm : ………………                                                jmwq : cOQI 

1. a qoN L ilKo : 
 
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 
 

2. hyT ilKIAW mwqrwvW dy cwr Sbd ilKo : 
 
mwqrw                           icMnH                   vrqoN 
1.mukqw                   koeI icMnH nhIN          sVk , prbq 

2.kMnw 

3.ishwrI 

4.ibhwrI 

5.AONkV 

6.dulYNkV 

7. lW 

8.dulwvW 

9.hoVw 

10.knOVw 

 

 

 



 

pwT -1/cOQI/pMjwbI/2020 

  nwm : ………………                                       jmwq : cOQI 

 

hyT ilKI kivqw pVH ky au~qr ilKo: 

dyS dy hr ie~k b~cy qweI , 
sB qoN pihlw pwT pVHwE [ 
hr iksy nwl im~Tw bolo , 

jI kho qy jI khwE [ 
jo dUjy dI kdr ny krdy , 

siqkwr dw ijhVy dm ny Brdy [ 
jI hY bVI sugwq kImqI , 
mn iv~c sdw vswE , 
jI kho qy jI khwE [ 

bolW dy iv~c qusIN Sihd Golo , 
qr~kI dy rwh Awpy KoloH [ 
jI dw gux hY bVw Amu~lw , 

sB b~cy ApxwE , 
jI kho qy jI khwE[ 

jI ibnW koeI ipAwr nw idMdw, 
ies dw iksy qy Bwr nw pYNdw[ 
imTws hY nrmweI dI sUck, 

bu~lHW au~qy ilAwE, 
jI kho qy jI khwE[ 
bolo sdw hI im~Ty bol, 
hr vyly jI r~Ko kol[ 

jI qoN sB kuJ hwsl huMdw, 
ipAwr qy Awdr pwE, 
jI kho qy jI khwE[ 

pRSn 1 swnUM sB nwl iks qrHW bolxw cwhIdw hY? 

au~qr 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 



 

pRSn 2 kivqw Anuswr kImqI sugwq kI hY? 

au~qr 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

pRSn 3 imTws iks dw sUck hY? 

au~qr 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

pRSn 4 swnUM hr vyly kI kol r~Kxw cwhIdw hY? 

au~qr 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

pRSn 5 quhwnUM ieh kivqw ikho ijhI l~gI? 

au~qr 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

 smwn lYA vwly Sbd ilKo: 

1. pVwE    ilKwE    khwE 
2. mn 
3. imTws 
4. jI 
5. Bwr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Fill the Crossword 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

INPUT DEVICES 

MOUSE KEYBOARD SCANNER TRACKBALL JOYSTICK  

MEMORY 

INTERNAL(PRIMARY) MEMORY            EXTERNAL(SECONDARY) MEMORY

  

RAM  

(RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY) 

 

ROM 

(READ ONLY MEMORY) 

 

HARD DISK 

 

CD/DVD/BLU-

RAY DISK 

 
FLASH/PEN 

DRIVE 

 
MEMORY 

CARD 

 

P 

 

 

 

A 

 

Y 

   B  D   K 

 

 

P 

 

 

 

E 

    B 

 

M  R 



B. A box with various formatting terms is given on the left. Find and colour these words in 

the given word grid. 

I R  O B A K E F Y R  A 

E D B U L L E T S D L 

W R U Q N Z W G J T I 

L I N E S P A C I N G 

F O R M A T T I N G N 

A K T Y T G E Y O A M 

J U S T I F Y F D N E 

N Z K X J U B O L D N 

E S I A F I O N F S T 

R M B O D D M T X M D 

I T A L I C Q S X K L 

C. Project Work: Perfection through Practice 

I.  Type the given text in MS Word. Save the file with your name and class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Select the heading ,’DREAM’ and change the font to Calibriand the font  size to 16. Now Center align (Ctrl+E) 

the heading. 

III. Click on Bold and Underline buttons in the Font group on the Home tab. Click on the Font Colour dropdown 

list. Select red colour and observe the change. 

IV. Select the points from ‘Direction to Deadlines’ and change the font to Arial and apply the Italic effect. Click on 

the Bullets button and observe the change. 

V. Select the word, ‘Goals’ and change its font size to 16. Underline the text ‘Steps......reality’. 

VI. Highlight the last three points and click on the Numbering button. 

VII. Select the entire text and set the line spacing to 1.5.Save the file using Ctrl+S key. 

D.Search about “Satya Narayana Nadella” on Google and write some facts about him on MS Word.  Also 

add some of his pictures in the MS Word Page. 

 Please save the file with your name and class and send it on the following email ids: 

 jyotigirdhar@ypschd.com 

 kalyanioruganti@ypschd.com 

 

Formatting Alignment 

Line Spacing Italic 

Bold Fonts Justify 

Bullets 

DREAMS 

People confuse goals with dreams and wishes. Dreams and wishes are nothing more than desires. 

Desires become a reality when they are supported by: 

 Direction 

 Dedication 

 Determination 

 Discipline 

 Deadlines 

Goals are dreams with a deadline and an action plan. 

Steps to turn a dream into reality: 

1. Have a definite, clear written goal. 

2. Have a plan to accomplish it. 

3. Read the first two points, twice a day. 

 

 

mailto:jyotigirdhar@ypschd.com
mailto:kalyanioruganti@ypschd.com


Yadavindra Public School 
Sports/ IV/2020-21 

 

SPORTS   

Spend at least one hour doing these every day  
 

Skipping 

 Spot jumps, high knee action, single leg jumps, forward and reverse skipping, skipping in partners, 
 

Strength exercises 

 Push-ups, squats, planks, abdominal crunches, monkey walk, crab walk, 

front/back/side rolls, etc 

Yoga:Learn and perform Bow pose (Dhanur asana)  
 

Fun Games (with parents and siblings)  
 

 Watch informative programmes on Netflix with your family.  

 Discuss/debate the same after wards. 

 Play indoor games. Play JodoGyan maths games. 
 

 
 

Yadavindra Public School 
Art and Craft/ IV/2020-21 

 

Art &Craft 
Spend more than one hour every day  

 

 Research what the letters & numbers on pencils mean.  E.g. the H and the B. 

 Make a list of the items in your kitchen pantry and ask your parents to check 

and sign it. 

 Take a picture of the artwork of any artist,research or study it and write your 

findings. 

 After 10 days you will know more than anyone about the artist and we 

would like to hear it from you in the class! 

 

Craft 

 

I. Thread work- Take a handkerchief or a square piece of 

cloth, preferably a light colour, the size of a 

handkerchief.Hem it on all the sides and make a small 

motif using running stitch. For reference, you can use 

the following picture as an example. 

 

II. Poster Making – A3 Size, Make a poster depicting the 

Situation in our country due to spread of Corona Virus. 

You can depictdifferent ways to prevent and minimise 

the spread or quarantine situation or any other fact 

related to the situation.You can use the back of old drawing sheets to make the poster. 

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/boy-in-bow-yoga-pose-dhanurasana-rehabilitation-vector-20639044&psig=AOvVaw0tXuZDEFV8KZCG1UhYL_LX&ust=1585736350579000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMDnmsK-xOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAO
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.clipart.email/clipart/parents-teaching-kids-clipart-58590.html&psig=AOvVaw1jqolSQvIbetmkgwJYhjui&ust=1585736617964000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMC9rr2_xOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=http://clipart-library.com/free-artwork.html&psig=AOvVaw33AyiKHyP0eDTFj-76agBy&ust=1585736872628000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLC23drAxOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


 

Yadavindra Public School 
Dance/ IV/2020-21 

 

Dance  

For one hour everyday 

 How many dance forms do you know about? 

 Which one is your favourite and why?  

 Can you show some related moves? 

 Let us see you perform in the dance class! 

Know more  

I. Watch different type of folk dances and classical 

dances(from YouTube) 

II. Learn teen tal and learn its notation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuBx8AUQWpQ 

III. Go to the following link and watch the video carefully 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrQdaXrbhzE, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXLt5UZguvU 

 

Yadavindra Public School 
Music/ IV/2020-21 

 

Music 

For one hour daily 

 What are the seven musical notes? 

 What is the A of music? 

 Try learning the notation of Raag Yaman ( or any other that you would like) or learn a popular song 

based on the raag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuBx8AUQWpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrQdaXrbhzE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXLt5UZguvU
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.vecteezy.com/vector-art/128283-free-traditional-indian-dance-vector&psig=AOvVaw2B-UnYTEhqJri0c1HRdrW1&ust=1585737081342000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLiZpZDBxOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&url=https://www.clipart.email/clipart/choir-clipart-png-57685.html&psig=AOvVaw3siY_pKi7Gl-Y_nuG-h8L3&ust=1585737342769000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOiH_4vCxOgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Music Worksheet: Introduction to the Musical Notes and Symbols 

The Egg shaped note is known as Semi-breve. 

In North America this note is known as Whole note, 

which is the popular term used around the world. A Whole note 

takes 4 beats. 

A line on the right side of the Whole Note turns the note into a Minim. It 

is also known as the Half Note. It takes 2 beats. 
 

 

When you shade a Minim from the inside it becomes a Crotchet. It is also 

known as the Quarter Note. 

It takes only 1 beat. 

 

When you put a tail or a flag on the top of a Crotchet’s line, it becomes a 

Quaver. It is also known as the Eighth Note. It takes Half beat. 

 

 

This symbol is known as Treble Clef.The Instruments and voices that have higher 

notes or high pitch are written on the Treble Clef. 

 

This symbol is known as Bass Clef.The Instruments and voices that have lower notes 

or low pitch are written on the BassClef. 

 

 

Rests: 

 

WholeRest HalfRest QuarterRest 

 

NOTE: Please memorize all the names for the Music Worksheets andactivities. 

The Notes will be explained in details once the regular classes starts. 

 

We are there to do all this with you when you come back! 


